In this paper, we aim at improving the tracking of road users in urban scenes. We present a constraint programming (CP) approach for the data association phase found in the tracking-by-detection paradigm of the multiple object tracking (MOT) problem. Such an approach can solve the data association problem more efficiently than graph-based methods and can handle better the combinatorial explosion occurring when multiple frames are analyzed. Because our focus is on the data association problem, our MOT method only uses simple image features, which are the center position and color of detections for each frame. Constraints are defined on these two features and on the general MOT problem. For example, we enforce color appearance preservation over trajectories and constrain the extent of motion between frames. Filtering layers are used in order to eliminate detection candidates before using CP and to remove dummy trajectories produced by the CP solver. Our proposed method was tested on a motorized vehicles tracking dataset and produces results that outperform the top methods of the UA-DETRAC benchmark.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N this paper, we address the multiple object tracking (MOT) problem in the context of traffic scenes. A very common approach to tackle the MOT problem uses the tracking-by-detection paradigm, which divides the task into two smaller ones: the detection of objects in the video frames and the association of these detections between frames to form trajectories for the objects of interest [1] - [4] . It is illustrated in Figure 1 . The resulting trajectories can represent data about road users that is useful to solve higher-level problems such as improving security in our streets and improving traffic flows for more eco-friendly mobility. For example, tracking road users can help design more secure roads by analyzing users' behaviour and finding anomalies in their trajectories before incidents actually happen [5] .
This work focuses on the data association step of MOT methods to improve their performance for traffic scenes. We assume that our road user detections come from an off-theshelf object detector. The main challenges of data association are: 1) handling occlusions which occur when a tracked entity is hidden completely or partially by other objects such as other road users or untracked scene elements (e.g. urban furniture), 2) managing incoming and outgoing objects of interest, which means that a trajectory may not last the whole video sequence, and 3) taking into account the imperfect performance of the detector, such as bounding boxes that do not bound perfectly an object, missing objects, or false detections (see Figure 2 ).
The data association step can be viewed as a combinatorial problem between current tracks (a track is a trajectory being built by the tracker) and new detections. For this reason, the use of constraint programming (CP) is an interesting option to explore since CP has long been used to solve various combinatorial problems [6] . As a first step, CP states a formal model of the problem to solve using finite-domain variables and constraints on them. It then explores the combinatorial space of solutions using tree search guided by variable-and value-selection heuristics and applies sophisticated inference at each node of the search tree in order to prune infeasible branches. To every variable in the model is associated a finite set called its domain: the variable can take any value in that domain. Constraints on the variables forbid certain combinations of values. Each type of constraint encapsulates its own specialized inference algorithm that filters out inconsistent values from the domains of variables. We refer the interested reader to [7] for a more detailed exposition of CP.
This paper presents a MOT method that produces trajectories by matching recurring objects together using a set of constraints that use the center position and the color of detections. Our main contribution is a road user tracker that uses a CP model that is adapted to the MOT problem. Some filters are defined before and after the CP solving phase. Our method is compared with others based on data association strategies with similar simple features as the ones we are using. We show that in the case of simple features, our CP-based data association method gives better results compared with a state-of-the-art road user tracker on the UA-DETRAC benchmark. Using additional constraints, the proposed CP-based data association can be extended to include other features.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Road User MOT
A simple method to track road users is to use only the proximity between detections in consecutive frames to make decisions. It is possible to do so by computing the intersection over union metric that corresponds to the overlap area proportion between two bounding boxes, then choosing associations based on the highest overlap [8] . This method has proven to be fast and was able to achieve a competitive accuracy on the UA-DETRAC benchmark.
Another approach is to use kernelized correlation filters (KCF) [9] where a filter is estimated in such a way that when applied to the region of interest to track, a strong response is produced. The goal is to find the image region that produces the most similar response in the subsequent frames. This technique was combined with a background subtraction process to track road users [10] . Although successful, this method lacks a proper data association process to better handle occlusions. A Kalman filter is also often used to help association tof road users by predicting missing detections [11] . Another work [12] uses background subtraction, and manages occlusion situations by considering vehicles travelling together in only one track. A state machine manages the combination of tracklets when road users merge together or choose different paths. It uses keypoints as an appearance model and does data association only on two consecutive frames. Finally, another approach is to track keypoints using optical flow, and grouping these using a common motion criteria [13] . The shortcoming of this method is that objects are not localised very well because it is based on sparse keypoints. Furthermore, keypoint detection and tracking rely on motion. Stopped road users are not tracked.
B. General MOT
State-of-the-art performance in multiple object tracking is currently obtained with methods using deep neural networks to extract many automatically-learned features [2] , [14] . One of these methods [14] is using a convolutional neural network (CNN) to build two classifiers: one for separating object categories and another for instance classification which will differentiate objects of a same category. In this approach, the previous classifiers are connected to a particle filter which, combined with the appearance model, makes a prediction of where the object will appear next. The idea of using object categories in tracking was also exploited in the work of Ooi et al. [11] in road user tracking. More recently, re-identification features are gaining popularity to describe an object of interest in multiple object tracking situations [15] , [16] .
Another paper using recurrent neural networks (RNNs) has focused more on interactions between objects in order to disambiguate matches [2] . A spatio-temporal appearance model, where a CNN takes bounding boxes as input and outputs features to a LSTM capable of memorizing long-term feature dependencies, is added to a motion feature extractor and an interaction feature extractor. The last part is made of a grid representing where nearby detected objects are located and a second LSTM module.
There are more and more methods that start using visual object tracking (VOT) techniques in a MOT context. In the VOT problem, there is only one given detection in the first frame, that states which object is to be tracked. Thus, VOT method uses strategies to differentiate the foreground from the background. This approach is problematic in MOT situations since there are many similar foreground objects and it becomes difficult to ensure that all objects are tracked since two trackers initialized on two different objects may end up following the same after a few frames. A possible way to mitigate the risk of these situations is to use a VOT for each object to make predictions about the position of the object in the next frame. Then these predictions can be incorporated in a data association method, where they are considered in a more global context [16] , [17] .
These state-of-the-art methods focus mainly in correcting missing and spurious detections using a prediction method and defining robust features for data association. They do not study how to make the data association itself. They show that a strong appearance model and predicting where an object should appear next to filter object detections are two important components of a MOT system. However they use a limited data association strategy, as data association decisions are not taken over several frames by combining several observations of the objects in a video. Occlusions are better resolved over several frames. Therefore, a more robust data association method is always desirable.
Typical data association methods used in tracking are the Hungarian algorithm, the joint probabilistic data-association filter (JPDAF), and the minimum-cost flow algorithm. The Hungarian algorithm finds a maximum cost matching in a bipartite graph where the costs are on edges [18] . As the assignment problem can be formulated as a bipartite graph, this algorithm is one way to get the solution. It was used in several works. For example, the Hungarian algorithm can be combined with tracklets (incomplete track parts) to make the associations [3] . In this work, the tracklets are ranked according to a confidence metric considering occlusions, number of frames covered and how well the detections fit. Online detections are matched to existing tracklets with high confidence using the Hungarian algorithm maximizing the affinity level. The next step is to globally match these new associations with low level detections using once again the Hungarian algorithm. JPDAF is a statistical method that can track objects based on what is the most likely outcome for each trajectory. It considers any detection available, but also the possibility of a missing object or a false detection. It was used several times for the MOT problem, for example, in the work of [19] and [20] .
The min-cost flow algorithm combines a cost function with a greedy algorithm in order to obtain the required tracking associations [4] . The goal here is to formulate the data association as a minimum-cost flow problem, then to compute shortest paths on the flow network with detections at each frame as nodes, from the first appearance of an object to its last appearance in the scene. This process helps ensure that the resulting trajectories are as smooth as possible.
III. CP BACKGROUND
In this section we present some useful background about constraint programming. There are three high level constraints used by our approach: 1) AllDifferent: Applied to a set of CP variables {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n }, this constraint states that it is not permitted that two variables x i and x j share the same value:
2) Inverse: Given two arrays of CP variables x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m and y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n , the following equations must hold:
This constraint is useful to maintain consistency between dual representations. 3) Regular and CostRegular: These express a constraint as membership to a regular language. Given a sequence of variables x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n and an automaton A, each solution to the constraint corresponds to an assignment of values to these variables that spell out a word recognized by A [21] . CostRegular is the optimization version of the latter constraint: it takes as additional parameters the costs associated with each combination of variable, value, and automaton state, as well as a cost variable equal to the sum of individual costs in a solution [22] .
The inference algorithm associated with each of these constraints removes every inconsistent value in the domain of each variable.
IV. METHODOLOGY
Our road users tracking approach can be summarized as follows. First, detections are obtained for every video frame using a road user detector. A VOT is also applied to predict the position of the objects detected in the previous frame, in the new one. These detections are then filtered based on their confidence and redundancy. Detections can be redundant if a predicted box matches a detection in the bouding boxes initial set. The predicted bounding boxes should be ignored in this case. Then, the detections are used to instantiate the CP model and the model is solved by forming tracks with the detections. Finally, unused tracks are removed before outputting the final result (a set of trajectories). Our method is detailed in the following and a high-level view is shown on Figure 3 .
A. Constraint Programming Model
1) Main Variables:
In order to associate tracks to detections, variables
identify to which track (out of τ available ones) detection j at frame i belongs, where m is the number of frames and n i the number of detections at frame i. Such a representation is convenient to avoid unnecessary symmetries since it uses the smallest number of possible variables: one per detection. However, referring to consecutive detections of a given track is not possible before we obtain the solution; there is no way to know the indices of the variables that will be part of a same track before the solving step. Since we need this to express some of our constraints, a second array of variables is defined,
identifying the detection assigned to track k at frame i. Whenever τ > n i for some frame i, values greater than n i do not represent actual detections -they are however necessary because we will require that detections be uniquely associated to tracks (see Equations 7 and 8).
To ensure that these two dual representations remain consistent with each other, we link them using an inverse constraint
relating each variable to its counterpart in the other array. the star symbol ( ) is used to indicate the selection of a subarray. 2) Frame Consistency: The next step is to ensure that it is impossible to find a specific track or detection more than once at a given frame. This is a common requirement for which CP provides an AllDifferent constraint. Such constraints have been specified for this purpose using the same variables as the previous equations.
3) Position Constraints: After the model structure is set, constraints on features such as position can be considered. First, an array of integers is created for each dimension in a frame (x and y coordinates). These arrays, indexed by frame and then by detection ID, contain the center of each detection bounding box. It is then possible to formulate a constraint restricting the distance between two consecutive detections in a track by stating that the one-dimensional distance along the X and the Y axes separating them may not be greater than thresholds λ x and λ y :
The same process has been tested using object scale indicators (width and height) but this feature did not help improve the solution.
4) Appearance Model: An appearance model is useful for minimizing the risk of mismatch between two nearby objects. Our proposed appearance model assigns a color class label to each detection available. The color classes are obtained by clustering observed object color histograms in several videos. Clustering is performed with K-Means using the Bhattacharya distance between the two color histograms. The learned classes are then used during tracking. A detection in a frame is assigned the color class label of the nearest cluster.
A CostRegular constraint is applied to each track preventing the association of two objects with contrasting colors. Possible transitions between color classes for a given object at each frame is governed by a state machine. Transitions between similar color classes are allowed but a cost is applied based on the Bhattacharya distance between the class centers. The solver will use the sum of all these costs as a minimization objective.
In these equations, c ik represents the list of color class labels for the track detections acting as transition variables between the automaton's states. A and C correspond respectively to the automaton and the cost matrix for every possible transition. Variable a k represents Track k's total cost computed by the regular constraint.
Each color class is represented by two states, depending on whether the object is currently being occluded or not (e.g. red object and red occluded object). Using different states for occlusions allows to set a cost for transitions from a valid detection to an absence of detection while preserving the object appearance even when it is occluded for an extended duration (see Figure 4 ). The cost are based on the Bhattacharya distance between each color class histograms.
B. Solving Strategy 1) Variable Selection: As stated in the introduction, CP explores the combinatorial space of solutions by branching in a search tree that enumerates all possible solutions. To solve our model, we first branch on the t ij variables since it is the main array containing the smallest number of variables necessary to specify a solution whereas in the case of the d ik variables, all possible tracks are instantiated in case they are needed. To allow the state machine to handle occlusions or the absence of a detection for a given track, it is necessary to branch on the c ij variables. The lexicographic order specified will make sure that branching will always at first be made on t ij variables, then on c ij variables. Without including c ij variables in the branching order, some subconstraints of the CostRegular might be ignored in the event of occlusions (no t ij linked to the c ij ). In both cases, variables are considered frame by frame, then detection identifier by detection identifier in ascending order.
2) Value Selection: Since the t ij variables are fixed by the solver from the first to the last frame, the use of prediction becomes an interesting option to guide the search. By computing every distance between possible pairs of consecutive detections, it is possible to obtain a ranked list that the solver can use to branch on closest detections first for each t ij except for the last frame. This way, we minimize the distance between each consecutive pair of objects without altering the model objective oriented towards the appearance preservation.
The inherent symmetries are addressed in the branching to control the number of opened tracks available as candidate for t ij variables. The domain of each of these variables is reduced to all previously used tracked index plus one other that may be opened if necessary. This strategy was applied before to the Steel Mill Slab Design Problem [23] .
C. Pre Solving Computations
As mentioned in the introduction, detectors are prone to miss objects of interest. To compensate this weakness, we developed a pretracking method using an VOT to add new detections, using this process: 1) We initialize a KCF tracker [9] for each given detection of the first frame. With KCF, the image is correlated with a filter that is learned for each road user. The object is localized based on the strength of the filter response. It is a very fast tracker. 2) For the next frames, one by one, all KCF trackers make a prediction about the next bounding box of the object. For each prediction that is not redundant with a detection of the current frame, the bounding box is kept. For all detections in the current frame that do not match a prediction, a new tracker is initialized. 3) Each created tracker has a lifespan that allows it to make predictions for a fixed small number of frames. It is assumed that the tracker is reliable only on a small time window. To avoid adding detections based on a false detection, predicted boxes are only added to the existing detections if there is a match between an existing detection and the tracker prediction in a subsequent frame. Figure 5 illustrate many possible situations. For trajectory 1, a tracker initialized in the the first frame add two detections (frames 2 and 3). This is the ideal way to manage a two frames occlusion; two boxes are added when the object is hidden, then the tracker response match again the object and reinitialized itself since is prediction life is over. Trajectories 2 and 3 illustrate cases where we assume that the tracker is mistaken. If a VOT tracker is initialized on a false detection, no predicted boxes should be kept (trajectory 2). For the third trajectory, the tracker is able to match a real detection, but produces afterward another detection that remains unmatched.
To avoid the addition of too many detections that would fall into the false positives category, the last detection is simply discarded.
D. Post Solving Computations
Once the solver has completed the associations, another type of filtering is required due to how the model is built. The model is unable to eliminate detections entirely -the only choice that it has is to put each of them in dummy tracks, which will have to be deleted afterward. To delete them, a filter removes every track that contains fewer than β D detections from the object detector, a parameter set to a fixed value for all sequences.
After the suppression of the unwanted tracks, it is possible to fill gaps in the remaining tracks. A small state machine searches for places where there are γ D or less consecutive missing detections and fills these empty spots by adding new detections using linear interpolation to find the correct center position and size of the bounding box for each one. This has to be done carefully because a too large gap probably means that an identity change has happened. Therefore, filling missing detections in these situations would probably mean that false detections are added.
E. Batch Resolution Process
Since this model uses optimization to find the best solution to the MOT problem applied to large instances, the time required to find a solution is much longer than the one obtained by simply solving the satisfaction problem. Moreover, the number of computations required to find the optimal solution grows exponentially in the size of the problem instance which makes the minimization process intractable to complete in practice.
This situation was addressed by dividing a video sequence into multiple batches of κ frames. Except for the first batch, to insure that the transition between batches stay as smooth as possible, the first β frames of the trajectories were taken from the end of the previous batch. Frames containing no detection were ignored by this batch system, which means that a batch is not always constituted of consecutive frames. This is also valid for the overlapping section of the batch. If a sequence would contain too many empty consecutive frames, the next batch will start at the first frame containing at least a detection and will be be completely independent of the previous one. The values that gave the best trade-off between accuracy of the global solution and computation time was 30 for κ and 5 for β.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP A. Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate our method, we use the standard MOT metrics that account for three types of errors at each frame i: 1) Identity switches (IDS i ) or the number of mismatches, 2) the missing detections or false negatives (F N i ) which are the number of objects that are not tracked, and 3) the false positives (F P i ) which stands for the number of detections representing no object of interest. With these values, it is possible to compute the MOTA score [24] 14) where N i is the total number of ground-truth objects per frame and it is summed throughout the entire video. The matching between tracking results and ground truth is done by measuring the intersection over union (IoU) of the two boudning boxes. If the overlapped area is higher than a certain percentage, the match is considered valid.
A second metric known as IDF1 balances the recall and precision for each trajectory into a single value. This is done by dividing the total number of accurately matched detections to the average number of ground truth and given detections [25] . Finally, mostly tracked trajectories (M T ) is the ratio of ground truth that possess a matching hypothesis for at least 80% of their life span and mostly lost trajectories (M L) is the number of times this ratio is under 20%. Fragmentation (F rag) indicates how many times any trajectory got interrupted over its length.
B. Dataset
We tested our method on the UA-DETRAC tracking challenge [26] . This dataset contains 60 training sequences and 40 for the testing set. Only motorized vehicles such as cars, buses and trucks are tracked. We did not submit our results on the benchmark due to technical reasons (challenge website down, evaluation toolkit not cross-platform) to obtain the PR metrics. Instead, the code of the second best methods (IOU tracker) [8] was downloaded, executed and tested using the usual MOTA metric (the code of the best method was not functionnal. Besides, it was only marginally better than the second one). Detections were filtered with the same parameters for both our method and the competing one. We used the same source detection from R-CNN.
We used a second dataset: the 2D MOT 2015 challenge [27] to discover if our method could be extended from vehicules to pedestrian tracking. This dataset provides twentytwo video sequences divided equally in a training set and a testing set. There are many additional difficulties compared to UA-DETRAC such as moving cameras, variable frame rates (sometimes 7-10 FPS) and less elevated camera angles that are more prone to occlusions.
C. Constraint Programming Solver
The constraint programming solver used in this paper is IBM ILOG CP (version 1.6) augmented with our own implementation of the CostRegular constraint.
VI. RESULTS
Three series of experiments were conducted to evaluate how well our proposed method performs compared to others. First, the quality of our tracking approach is compared to a stateof-the-art method on the UA-DETRAC dataset. Second, we extend our method to the 2D MOT 2015 pedestrian dataset. Third, an ablation study evaluates the isolated performance of the components of our method.
For all experiments, the minimal overlap value between the detection and the object areas for true positive was fixed to 50% in the MOTA computation. No parameter optimization was done using sequences from any testing sets.
A. UA-DETRAC
To make sure that the way to compare the methods is fair, the same detection confidence parameter was used every time. Since the post-solving computations were not improving results for UA-DETRAC sequences, it was turned off for the results of this section. Table I present the tracking results obtained by our method (CP) for all sequences of the test set. The MOTA was computed globally by considering the total number of errors and objects. The R-CNN public detections were used for both the IOU tracking method and ours (CP). These results show that our method is able to outperform IOU in every situations and globally. The MOTA is affected by the difficulty level, especially by the hard sequences where the false negative errors are higher than in any other sequence groups. Weather conditions and exterior luminosity also impact tracking performance. While tracking tends to be easier in sunny weather (highest results), rain looks like the most difficult environmental factor to deal with.
Our strategy that helps to improve the quality of detections seem to have a high impact on the global results since the number of false positive and false negative errors are lower than those obtained by the IOU method for the same detections. However the number of ID switches is significantly higher. The main reason explaining this situation comes from the Thus, the solver will implicitly prioritize compact solutions. Therefore, while our solution reduces significantly false positives and false negatives by handling better occlusion situations, it may result in a higher number of ID switches. Note that even if the number of available trajectories is determined before the resolution process, we made sure that there was always at least one unused trajectory.
In order to give more details about the performance of our method, the results obtained on a subset of the testing set are presented in Table II . The five best and worse sequences in term of MOTA are presented. The distribution of errors made by the two compared methods is still similar to what was observed in the global results, especially regarding the number of IDS and FN mistakes.
To understand why there is an important variability between sequences in this dataset, Figure 6 presents extracted frames of videos from Table II . Our method performed best on the images from the first row while the worst results were obtained on the second row. The sunny weather condition seems to be a critical factor to improve the results, but we think the camera angle is playing an important role. Tracking while facing the traffic with a good elevation angle looks like the optimal setup to achieve best performance with our method. The same applies to IOU tracker indicating that detections could be of lesser quality in those setups. No sequence in a rainy environment are among the least successful sequences even if it was the category with the worst results globally, which is counterintuitive. We assume the explanation comes from the camera angles used; side perspectives and low elevation angles cause difficult tracking situations. This is logical since both factors increase the probability of occlusion. Examples supporting this hypothesis are in the MVI 40761 sequence (Figure 6e) , where the bus is hiding the two most distant lanes for over half the frame and in the MVI 39501 sequence (Figure 6f ) where even with a front view, tall vehicles are able to hide many others behind them. the current performance of state-of-the-art methods that use multiple learned features, learned cost function and prediction in future frames. The last four entries include our method and three classic approaches using similar simple features as ours: DP NMS (Min-cost flow) [4] , TC ODAL (Hungarian algorithm) [3] and JPDA OP, a JPDAF implementation from the MOT challenge website [27] . These results show that there are still many improvements to be made before we can match the performance of the state-ofthe-art approaches, but it also shows that our method surpasses many classical approaches using similar features, even with our method using only a simple appearance model considering only ten color classes and the tendency to make many ID switch mistakes due to the CP model. The results are also significantly lower than those obtained on the UA-DETRAC benchmark. Tracking pedestrians instead of road vehicles comes with its own challenges. People move more slowly than motorized vehicles, but their general appearance is more variable because of the leg-and-arm complex movements required to walk. The 2D MOT 2015 dataset was created before the rise of deep learning, therefore the noise level contained in the set of public detections is higher. The frame rate is not the same for all sequences (from 10 to 30).
B. 2D MOT 2015
C. Ablation study
After comparing the method to others available, the next step was to check the performance of individual modules. We made this evaluation on a subset of the training set of UA-DETRAC, that includes 22 videos. Table IV reports the MOTA  values obtained after three removals: 1) At first, the problem was converted to a strict constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). The CostRegular constraint is kept, but the trajectory costs are no longer optimized. 2) Then, the CostRegular is completely removed. No appearance model is used at this point. 3) Finally, the pre solving computations based on an VOT technique are deactivated. Table IV confirms that each module helps improve the quality of the tracking, even if the increase is sometimes only small. Without the optimization process, the CostRegular is not removing many ID switch errors. The addition of an optimization objective allows a significant drop in the number of ID switch mistakes while maintaining approximately the same number of false positives and negatives. This indicates that a simple motion model is able to make mostly correct associations since forbidding associations based on vehicle appearances produces almost identical results. The pre solve process allows to eliminate a greater number of false negatives while not increasing too much the number of false positives, thus increasing the global MOTA value. It makes sense since this module is mainly creating new detections.
The resolution time values were provided (in seconds) for each execution since it is an important factor to assess the quality of a CP model. All computations were done in a virtual machine running Ubuntu 19.10, either on a Intel i7-2600 processor from 2011, or a 2018 i9-9900k processor for the ablation study.
Heavy computations are required to obtain the best results with this method. As MOT is a problem that often requires to be solved in real-time; video surveillance cameras are filming constantly, taking hours to solve a five-minute video sequence is not always a possibility. The ablation study presented in Table IV confirms that even without considering the appearance model and using single object tracking predictions to add detections, the tracking performance is not dropping that much. The number of frames in the sequences equal 35495, which means that real-time performance is achieved since all UA-DETRAC sequences are at 30 frames per second, even with the presolve process and the automaton activated. This is an advantage provided by our CP method; the problem is solved in a larger context with real time performance compared to the IOU tracker which is fast, but considers the association problem only two frames at a time.
VII. REMAINING CHALLENGES A. Computation times
MOT is a problem where the computation time is limited since completing the tracking in real-time is desired in many situations. Our approach using CP and all its components is not close to this level of efficiency. However, as we have shown, removing some component can allow achieving realtime with a small performance hit. Processing video sequences that contain often more than a thousand frames increases the number of possible combinations before obtaining a solution. The total number of objects throughout the complete sequence is also impacting the computation since it directly affects the domain of the main branching variables. As a solution to this, we applied the data association to blocks of consecutive frames. Recall that usually data association is performed only on two consecutive frames. Considering more frames allows taking better long-term decisions. It is therefore not mandatory to perform the data association with all the frames, if at least, the associations are solved with bigger batches. Finally, the complexity of the appearance model (i.e. the number of possible appearance values) affects directly the time required to test each variable-value combination.
B. Appearance Model
The appearance model is important to indicate the presence of occlusions. The precision with which we describe detections will impact the tracking accuracy. One approach may be to use vectors to describe the object (histogram of oriented gradients, deep features). However, they are difficult to include in a CP model without doing clustering first which may reduce the precision of object descriptions. As said before, a complex model will also slow down the resolution process. VIII. CONCLUSION This paper introduced a novel data association method using constraint programming. More precisely the center position of objects and their colors are used as main features to investigate if CP can be a valid approach to solve this problem in the context of road user tracking. Our result show that CP can help improve tracking as we outperform the IOU tracker on UA-DETRAC, which is one of the best tracker on this road user MOT dataset. Our strategy of using object position and a simplified color model proves to be well suited for vehicle tracking. There are still improvements required to be able to solve large instances and to capitalize better on road user appearance. Future work will include developing a more complex model that considers a larger number of features and optimizing the search strategy in order to improve run-time and performance on pedestrian tracking.
